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Dr. Gallo’s proof of Dr. Montagnier’s HIV retrovirus
Original documents from the National Cancer Institute, which the journalist Janine
Roberts made accessible at www.fearoftheinvisible.com a year ago, confirm the
statements of experts like Kary B. Mullis (Nobel prize winner and inventor of the PCR
technique), Etienne de Harven (retrovirus specialist), Eleni Eleopulos (cell biologist
at the Royal Hospital Perth) and Heinrich Kremer (founder of cell symbiosis therapy),
that neither Robert Gallo and his team nor Jean Luc Montagnier and his team did
fulfill for their alledged approval of the HIV-retrovirus the criteria for retrovirusapproval, that Montagnier and others had defined in 1972. These rules included:
electron microscope photos of the material purified by means of ultra centrifugation
from the cell cultures, EM-photos of the therby won virus-particles und accordingly
demonstration of the proteins of the particle wall and of the enzyme proteins and
nucleid acids characterising retroviruses from the inside and approval in a new cell
culture, that cells infected by these particles, build out particles of the same size and
morphology, as they occured earlier from budding out from cells, suspected to
contain retroviruses by means comparing the EM-fotos. furnished
So, Gallo and Montagnier and their teams declared, without conducting purification,
all proteins from their cell cultures that had settled at a density gradient of 1.16 gm/ml
in sugar solution sweepingly as HIV proteins for HIV tests (ELISA and Western Blot).
The EM photo from the Pasteur Institute of LAV retrovirus from 1983, which the
Nobel prize committee published last year on the occasion of awarding the prize to
Jean Luc Montagnier and Françoise Barrè Sinoussi, showed then nothing more than
a cultivation of particles from impure cell materials
http://www.fearoftheinvisible.com/nobel. Jean Luc Montagnier acknowledged in an
interview in 1997 that he, ”didn’t purify the virus, whether Gallo did, I don’t know” but
adherred to the fact that he had seen the HI retrovirus through a mixture of four
unspecified characteristics with his very own eyes
http://www.virusmyth.com/aids/hiv/dtinterviewlm.htm
But, the original documents from March 1984, accessible today, show that the Dr.
Mikulas Popvic had cultured his cells with material from the Pasteur Institute that
contained umbilical cells and had stimulated the cell culture by the addition of
chemical T cell growth factors (TCGF) and other heavily oxidative substances that

trigger cell stress and as a result reverse transcriptase activity and the growth of
stress proteins. After sending this T-cell material to Dr. Mathew Gonda, the electron
microscopist of the Gallo team for examination Dr. Gonda came to the conclusion
that the particles discovered were too small to come from a retrovirus, that such
particles can be found in any cell pellets and that he didn’t believe that any of the
particles photographed were HTLV I, II or III (later HIV).
http://www.fearoftheinvisible.com/fraud-in-key-hiv-research-background.
http://www.fearoftheinvisible.com/how-the-hiv-papers-came-to-be-fixed.
(That Dr. Montagnier did not hear about the results of this study of his materials is not
credible.)
In his draft for the first of four preannounced articles on the proof of HTLV III (later
HIV) to be submitted to Science at the end of March 1984, Dr. Popovic disclosed that
he had suceeded in ” inducing temporarily signals for reverse transcriptase (spikes)
in T lymph cells” of his cell-culture and that he hoped ”to be able to extract more from
this material so as to analyze it more closely” and recorded that he couldn’t find a
retrovirus that could cause AIDS in his research. This clear statements were then
crossed out by Dr.Gallo who first saw this draft on his return from Paris where he had
studied the laboratory methods applied at the Pasteur Institute and then were
replaced by him by the statement that they had obtained ”proof of a retrovirus that is
probably responsible AIDS.” http://www.fearoftheinvisible.com/fraud-in-key-hiv-researchbackground
The Pasteur Institute, according to its own information, used since 1983 umbilical
cells of a healthy mother with a healthy child for its cell cultures. Umbilical cells which
were used at various times in experiments for proving retroviruses, are similarly to
stem cells, immortal and form telomerases (reverse transcriptase enzymes). With
their help both the Montagnier and Gallo teams wanted to substantiate a new
retrovirus and develop the test substrate for a blood test as proof of this retrovirus for
which both institutions had filed patent applications already in 1983. However, neither
of the teams succeeded in producing reverse transcriptase and sufficient supplies of
substrate for such a blood test. On studying the laboratory methods at the Pasteur
Institute in early March 1984, Dr.Gallo then came up with the bright idea of incubating
T lymph cells with leukemic cells, which are also immortal and produce high amounts
of telomerases (enzymes of reverse transcriptase) thus producing sufficient supplies
of substrate a blood test. Correspondingly he incubated the cells of US AIDS patients
with HUT 78 cells (leukemic cells) and as a result obtained the patent for the
production of a blood test while the patent application from the Pasteur Institute was
rejected. The dispute between Jean Luc Montagnier and Robert Gallo over the
”discovery of HI retroviruses” was eventually settled in that each received 1% of the
earnings from the HIV tests and Jean Luc Montagnier was elected to the presidency
of the World AIDS Foundation and in the subsequent years decided which relief and
research projects were to receive the gains from the remaining 98% of the profits
from the tests.
At the AIDS Conference in New York in June 1983 at which retrovirus researchers
mainly presented papers on the appearance of Kaposi’s sarcoma, he must have then
realized that both experts and the public, prepared by the leading media representatives for a new, infectious and deadly plague, would accept a new immune deficiency
retrovirus and the corresponding test. After he and other retrovirus researchers had
failed in the attempt to provide evidence of a cancer retrovirus and with the danger of

losing financial support from Nixon’s program of the war on cancer, Dr. Thomas J.
Kelly from the New York Sloan Kettering Cancer Center said to the conference that
the cause of AIDS must be a new virus and that this must be resolved by human
experiments in which cellular immunity reactions must be suppressed. By means of
the test substrate, infected blood and carriers of this new retrovirus that was
supposed to be transmitted via blood, sperm and other bodily fluids, were dedected.
As these tests measure antibodies against non-defined cell proteins their sensitivity
has to be regulated in a number of stages and predominantly indicating people with
chronically stressed immune systems (promiscuous homo-sexuals with frequent
antibiotic/popper consumption, intravenal drug users and people with blood
disorders) as positive. However, there were cross-reactions during the tests, with
antibodies against TB bacteria, PCP fungi, candica fungi etc. People with positive
test results were then, within the terms of the suggested human experiments, treated
with substances like AZT which suppress cellular immunity reactions. Not until 1997,
14 years after the supposed discovery of HIV and 12 years after the introduction of
antibody tests, EM controls of the proteins settling at the 1.16 gm/ml gradient were
carried out with the result that only cell debris of varying size could be found in the
human cell cultures. All HIV tests and the definitions arising from them like “HIV
particle”, “Hi viral load”, “HIV proteins” etc. were based on antibodies against
arbitrarily selected proteins from the cell walls and cell skeletons which are released
in higher amounts in by ongoing inflammatory reactions of any causes.
http://www.ummafrapp.de/skandal/heinrich/Kremer_The_Collective_Tunnel_Vision.p
df
The HIV verification test (western blot) in the USA and Europe was adjusted
differently for African and Asia, where for the estimates of the WHO many people
even without testing were reported as AIDS cases and through an extension of the
definition of AIDS defining illnesses to 29 infectious and non-infectious indicator
diseases (including TB, Candidiasis, Cryptococcosis, Toxoplasmosis, Micobacterium
avium, Herpes simplex, Leishmania infections and Salmonella septicemia). This was
taken as a proof and as evidence for of a worldwide spreading of this retrovirus
responsible for the serious course of all this AIDS-defining diseases.
http://ummafrapp.de/skandal/versch.%20Texte/Johnson%20HIV%20positiv%20Es%20h
%E4ngt%20davon%20ab,%20wo%20Du%20lebst.pdf
Low T 4 cell counts that were measured in the plasma of AIDS patients led to the
conclusion that HI viruses kill T 4 helper cells thus triggering AIDS. How exactly the
HI viruses kill the T 4 cells can to this day not to be demonstrated. In an article in the
Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) published at the end of 2007
Beningo Rodriguez et al reported that HI viruses could only kill at the very most – 46% of T 4 cells - too few to cause AIDS – and that the T 4 cell counts and the socalled viral load provide no reliable information about the existing defense capabilities
and the further course of the diseases in AIDS patients
http://ummafrapp.de/skandal/haart/annex%204.pdf . The test by which this would be
possible – the DTH test in which the spontaneous skin reaction to a series of
antigens is measured– was blocked worldwide in the course of trials with an HIV
vaccine by the patent holder Aventis-Mérieux-Pasteur.
On the basis of Gallo and Montagnier’s HIV-AIDS hypotheses, HIV positives tested
persons “as carriers of an infectious, lethal retrovirus”, were treated from 1985 with
seriously damaging cell toxins (nucleoside analogs like AZT) intended to kill all cells
in an organism that were infected with retroviruses and let therby within short time to

the death of thousands of patients. This therapy was replaced in 1996 by HAART
therapy in which the dosage of cell-killing substances was reduced and substituted
by protease inhibitors which slowed down for a some time the inflammatory
reactions. (This treatment also leads via damage to mitochondria to damage to the
brain, the liver, the heart and to other organs.)
http://ummafrapp.de/skandal/felix/antibiotics/appendix3_haart_and_the_mitochondria
.pdf Since this time billions of dollars are earned every year by international
pharmaceutical companies from these antiviral AIDS drugs and the corresponding
tests and at the same time more public money has been spent on HIV research than
for cancer research.
While Dr. Gallo still contests manipulations made in his laboratory while seeking
proof of HIV and in the development of the HIV tests, which were the subject of five
investigation by commissions of the NIH and the US-congress between 1990 and
1995 http://fearoftheinvisible.com/moredocs, Jean Luc Montagnier has left himself an
escape route in relation to his retrovirus. He stated at the presentation of his Nobel
Prize that the ”characteristics” belonging to the HI retrovirus only appear today as
”atmospheric and food polution favorising oxidative stress and immune system
depression” pointing out in interviews the importance of herbal antioxidants and
stating that ”people with a healthy immune system can eliminate HI viruses within 24
hours.“
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2008/montagnier_slides.pdf
The Nobel Price Committee until today did not answer to the questions about his
studies, which were submitted to it by Eleni Eleopulos (Perth Group).
http://www.theperthgroup.com/montagniernobel.html.
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